
CHS2580 PRACTICAL
Week 10

Questions
1. A number of vulnerable target machines have been deployed around the lab:

a. use GFI LanGuard to keep an eye on what machines are available on the network 
(since some target machines may not be up and visible all the time!).

b. use NMAP to scan any machines of interest and so identify potential target ma-
chines

c. use Nessus to scan any potential target machines for vulnerabilities that you might 
be able to exploit

d. using Fast-Track, attempt to gain a shell on each of your target machines

e. for each target machine that you have failed to penetrate, research the machines 
vulnerabilities on the following web sites:

•  http://www.milw0rm.com

• or Bugtraq at http://www.securityfocus.com

In doing this, can you discover any vulnerabilities that the point and click tools have 
missed?

2. In the week 10 practical material you will find a Nessus scan of the hermes server. Us-
ing the information from this scan and other vulnerability web sites, formulate a pene-
tration attack strategy.

3. In the week 10 practical material you will find two versions of the Apache source code1:

• version 2.0.54 (complete with the vulnerabilities reported in question 2!)

• version 2.0.55 (look at CHANGES to get a summary of actual code changes)

Unpack each of these versions and then, using diff, work out how these two versions 
differ. In particular, analyze these differences and work out how the older version is 
vulnerable to a DOS attack.

Have a read of the paper http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~dbrumley/pubs/apeg.html to un-
derstand more about how this approach may be automated. What impact does auto-
mation have upon patching windows?
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1 Note: this source code has been retrieved from Ubuntu source code packages - which in 
turn holds pristine sources from the upstream Apache web site!
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